Abstract: Aiming at the problem of low efficiency of radar emitter identification method, a new method based on sample reduction and improved support vector machine is studied. Firstly, for removed redundant information, at the same time reduce the training data, the algorithm through the local normal vector to boundary extraction of sample prior information in the database. Then using the Sequential Minimal Optimization algorithm, multi classification and cross-validation to improve the original SVM. Through the improved algorithm train the reduced samples, and get the optimal model parameters. Finally using the optimal identification model to recognize the unknown pulse sequence information. Through simulation results and comparison, it is proved that the proposed radar source identification method based on sample reduction and improved support vector machine not only have high identification accuracy and robustness, but also have a good timeliness.
Introduction
Under the condition of the current high density and big data, the quadratic model optimization of SVM need large amount of computation, this can restrain the overall performance of the algorithm severely. To solve this problem, this paper proposed a radar emitter identification method based on sample reduction and improved SVM.
Sample reduction based on local normal vector
SVM algorithm need to select the appropriate data from the samples to restructure the support vector function, the appropriate data is only distributed on the contour of data set, the remaining data within the outline is redundant, without any contribution to SVM algorithm [1] . Therefore, in order to discard redundant data and reduce the computation of SVM, it is necessary to extract the contour of the sample dataset. Consider a two-dimensional projection with universal data distribution, including three typical boundary data points, as shown in figure 1. The solid dots in figure represent the contour data points, hollow dots are internal or external data points. A, B, C respectively represent three typical boundary distribution points, A point is located in the bulge of boundary, the hyper tangent plane 1 divides internal data points into the same side; B, C points locate in the sunken boundary, the most points are divided into one side by the hyper tangent plane 2 , 3 , and the left points locate on the other side. In Figure 1 , the A point is an example, and the unit vector and local normal vector of the nearest 7 data points are indicated. Observe all the vectors, we can find for the points of convex (including high-dimensional hyper convex) profile data set, corresponding to the unit vector and the local normal vector angle < /2 data points belonging to the same cluster [1] . Using the following method to determine whether data is the boundary point or not:
For the boundary point in Figure 2 , if there is no effect on the outside interference data, = 1. B and C in Figure 1 , due to the contour concave region, there are few data points outside the super tangent plane, thus = 1 − (general value is smaller). Through the above analysis, if ≥ 1 − , corresponding to is the boundary data points of dataset. After examining the dataset of noise reduction as above, simple boundary dataset can be obtained, and servicing for the follow-up SVM algorithm.
Construction of improved SVM model
Statistical learning theory is considered to be the best theory of finite sample statistics, and SVM is a machine learning method based on Structural Risk Minimization and VC dimension of this theory [2] . In the following example, the typical soft interval support vector machine C-SVM is introduced, and the model construction of SVM is introduced.
C-SVM model
Soft margin support vector machine C-SVM based on the original divided linear support vector machine, penalty factor C and slack variable ξ i are introduced, allowing the abnormal value to a certain extent, is the most extensive model for SVM at present [3] . Under the guidance of the maximizing distance principle, the C-SVM classification problem can be described as:
Where ( , ) is training sample, is the penalty factor, is the slack variable. After obtaining the decision function, we can identify the unknown information. But there are many problems can be found by analyzing the traditional C-SVM model. 1) When the training sample very large, solving convex quadratic programming problem will become extremely inefficient. 2) Only can handle two classification problem.
3) The selection of penalty factor and kernel function parameter without theoretical support. These above problems restrict the applicability and timeliness of the C-SVM algorithm seriously, so the following three methods are introduced to improve the traditional C-SVM algorithm.
Sequential Minimal Optimization-SMO
Sequential Minimal Optimization algorithm [2] is a heuristic algorithm for convex quadratic programming problems of SVM, analytic method can be used to solve this problem, thereby reducing the complexity of SVM greatly. The SMO algorithm consist of two parts, analytical method and variable selection, not repeat them here.
Multi class processing
SVM algorithm is designed to solve the problem of two classification, so if without improved, the multi classification problem cannot be solved, so as to limit the applicability of the algorithm greatly. In view of this problem, using the method of one-to-multi kind to solve the problem [4] .
Cross validation
Firstly the sample dataset T is divided into disjoint subsets T = 1 ∪ 2 ∪ ⋯ ∪ , ∩ = Φ, , ∈ [1, ], ≠ randomly and almost equal interval. For each cross validation, is chosen as the training set, and the remaining subset as the test dataset. Using the decision function recognize the test dataset, comparing the true class label, recording the number of false identification samples as e i . At the end of the cross validation, the kernel function width and penalty factor are selected as the optimal model parameters of decision function with the minimum number of the wrong identification samples.
Improved identification process
The method of Radar Emitter Identification Based on sample reduction and improved SVM is mainly divided into three parts: training sample reduction, training learning phase and identification decision stage. The process is shown in the following figure: Fig. 3 The process of radar emitter identification based on sample reduction and improved SVM
Simulation experiment analysis
The RF, DOA, PW,PA, PRI, BW and the type of parameter are constructed the known radar source database, with 9 different kinds of parameters, the number of samples of each type are different, a total of 10000 samples. The parameters of each radar sources are shown in table 1.
(1)Identification capability analysis In order to verify the ability of identification, in accordance with table1, 9 types of radar source parameter are generated respectively, it contains 4 test data, and each test data contain 9753 samples, random order, and have different parameter errors, the experimental process as follows. For the radar source sample information after normalization, using local vector method to eliminate redundant information, through many simulation experiments in order to achieve the purpose of reduction of the sample data, and try not to damage the contour information, set the parameters k=30, gamma =0.04 to extract boundary data. Then, to get the best parameters of the support vector model, the improved C-SVM algorithm is used to cross validation of the reduced samples. The cross validation process is shown in From the identification results, when there is no error, the correct rate of identification can be to 100%, with increase the test parameter error, the identification accuracy rate decreased gradually, when the parameter error reach 30%, the algorithm still can achieve 71.88% identification accuracy. Under actual conditions, the parameter error of reconnaissance receiver is generally less than 10%, so the proposed identification method can achieve more than 97.45% accuracy, proved that the algorithm has advantages of high robustness and high identification accuracy.
(2)Timeliness comparative analysis In order to verify the timeliness of proposed method, in accordance with9 radar sources parameter information of table1, simulated training and test samples, where of 9753 test samples, the parameter error is 10%. Using the proposed method and C-SVM algorithm to learn the training data respectively with the number of training samples increased gradually from 100 to 5000. Then using support vector decision function to recognize the test data with the optimal model parameters. By comparing the identification process and results of figure 5~7 can be find that in the training samples, the C-SVM algorithm without the reduction of the sample data, with the increase of training samples, the computation time increases sharply. In this paper, a large number of redundant information is eliminated by boundary extraction, which reduces the sample data greatly, thus reducing the training time. Thus, the proposed method not only reduce the training time, but also achieve the same identification accuracy as the C-SVM algorithm.
Conclusions
In view of the poor timeliness problem of traditional radar source identification methods, this article studied a radar source identification method based on sample reduction and improved SVM. The method through the sample reduction to eliminate redundant information and reduce the training sample size, without affecting the identification accuracy and reducing the training time. Through simulation and analysis, it is proved that the proposed method not only has high identification accuracy and robustness, but also has good timeliness.
